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Abstract
VirtuSwap mitigates the problem of high trading costs on constant-function-based automated market
makers (AMMs) in pairs for which liquidity pools are small or inexistent. VirtuSwap solution relies on
virtual liquidity pools, trades on which are executed by creating limited (in size and time) reserves of
tokens that are not native to a pool. The gains to liquidity providers for taking the voluntary, small,
managed, and temporary risk of holding non-native tokens are large, as demonstrated by examples
and extensive simulations using real data parameters. Overall, VirtuSwap financial technology allows
trading on an AMM-based DEX at significantly lower costs, while simultaneously increasing expected
profits to liquidity provision.
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The basics of VirtuSwap

Decentralized crypto exchanges (DEXes) based on automated market making (AMM) are a cornerstone
of DeFi. DEXes solve several problems associated with centralized crypto exchanges (CEXes), such as
fake (wash) trading and outright fraud.
The benefits of AMM-based DEXes notwithstanding, there are also drawbacks. Perhaps the most important one is that trading on them tends to be more expensive than on CEXes, both in terms of transaction
costs and price impact or slippage. This is perhaps the reason that the overall trading volume on DEXes
is currently dwarfed by the overall trading volume on CEXes (around $US 100 billion and $US 2 trillion,
respectively, in December, 2021).
An important reason for relatively high trading costs on DEXes is that in the vast majority of trading
pairs, liquidity pools are either small or absent. On existing DEXes, a trade in a token pair with
small/nonexistent pool is routed through two or more other pools (”triangular trading”, as illustrated in
Figure A), vastly increasing both trading fees and slippage.
Figure A: Triangular trading

This problem cannot be solved by adding sufficient liquidity to all pools, even on DEXes with large total
value locked (TVL). It is (and always will) be impossible to obtain significant liquidity in a signifiant
fraction of trading pairs, as the number of pairs is quadratic in the (rapidly growing) number of crypto
assets.
A solution that VirtuSwap proposes is creation of “virtual pools”. Trading using a virtual pool is akin
to using liquidity on other pools, without resorting to indirect routing through multiple pools. Put
differently, trading in small/nonexistent pools amounts to executing only the buy portion of the trade
on a real pool and placing a reserve of non-native currencies sold in the trade (up to a limit) in that real
pool, as illustrated in Figure B.
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Figure B: Trading using pools with reserves

While the presence of reserve currencies exposes liquidity providers to the risk of currencies other than
those in which they have provided liquidity, VirtuSwap algorithm ensures that this risk is:
• voluntary: liquidity providers can opt in and out of allowing reserves in their pools;
• small: reserves are bounded in size relative to the value of assets native to the pool;
• temporary: random trades in opposite directions lead to automatic exchanges of reserves among
pools, as illustrated in Figure C;
• managed: remaining reserves are emptied (i.e. exchanged for pools’ native tokens) with a given
frequency.
Figure C: Exchange of reserves

The rewards for taking this risk are large. Simulations using real data parameters, such as estimates
of cross-currency exchange rate volatilities and of trading volumes in various pairs, demonstrate that
the gains from using VirtuSwap financial technology amount to: i) a significant reduction in liquidity
traders’ costs – fees, but more importantly, slippage (around 30% for currency pairs involving mediumsized currencies), and ii) higher returns and Sharpe ratios of liquidity providers, especially in trading
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pairs associated with smaller pools. Simulations also demonstrate that the gains from using VirtuSwap
can be further enhanced by smart, data-driven choices of trading function parameters.
A crucial reason for the ability of VirtuSwap algorithm to reduce trading costs and simultaneously increase
liquidity providers’ returns is significant reduction in arbitrageurs’ profits. In theory, in the absence of
trading fees and (external) exchange rate volatility, every liquidity trade on any existing AMM is followed
by an arbitrage trade of the same size in the opposite direction. Thus, on existing AMMs, in the absence
of trading fees, liquidity traders’ cumulative costs of trading equal arbitrageurs’ cumulative profits. An
implication is that the only way for liquidity providers to obtain positive expected profits and compensate
them for impermanent losses that occur in the presence of exchange rate volatility is to charge trading
fees.
This is not the case on VirtuSwap, which is able to break the link between liquidity traders’ costs and
arbitrageurs’ profits even in the absence of trading fees and exchange rate volatility. On VirtuSwap,
arbitrageurs’ profits are significantly smaller than liquidity traders’ costs of trading. This implies that
liquidity providers on VirtuSwap could, in principle, obtain positive expected returns even in the absence
of trading fees! (In reality, in the presence of exchange rate volatility, differential fees between real and
virtual pools are still required on VirtuSwap to provide correct incentives for arbitrageurs; more on this
below.) Overall, arbitrageurs’ profits on VirtuSwap are significantly lower than on traditional DEXes,
allowing both lower costs of trading and higher returns to liquidity providers simultaneously, as illustrated
in Figure D.
The reason behind the ability of VirtuSwap to decouple liquidity traders’ costs of trading from arbitrageurs’ profits is that liquidity trades through virtual pools tend to be followed by arbitrage trades on
real pools. VirtuSwap algorithm provides incentives (in the form of lower trading fees) to arbitrageurs
for executing arbitrage trades on real pools, regardless of whether an arbitrage trade follows a liquidity
trade or an exogenous change in (external) exchange rate.
The example in the next section illustrates the basics of how VirtuSwap works. The example is very
basic and quite restrictive, and is based on the following assumptions:
• An arbitrary number of tokens;
• Volatile external token prices and resulting external exchange rates;
• Unequal real pools;
• Pools having both real and virtual components;
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Figure D: Comparison of VirtuSwap and a traditional DEX

• Reserves of multiple non-native tokens on each pool;
• Non-zero differential trading fees on both real and virtual components of pools.
VirtuSwap white paper, available at:
https://virtuswap.io/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/WP-Virtuswap-Oct-18-2021.pdf, presents the
full VirtuSwap algorithm as well as results of extensive simulations using real-world data estimating the
gains to both liquidity providers and traders on VirtuSwap.
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Gains from trading on VirtuSwap: Example

In this example, we illustrate the workings of VirtuSwap by examining two transactions by liquidity
traders, optimal responses by arbitrageurs, and the resulting outcomes – i.e. cumulative gains to liquidity
providers and cumulative trading costs of liquidity traders. This example is purposefully simplified with
the goal of explaining the main ideas and driving forces behind VirtuSwap financial technology in the
most straightforward manner. This example relies on several assumptions that ease the exposition:
• There are 3 tokens in the AMM: A, B, and C.
• External prices of tokens (used by arbitrageurs) remain constant throughout the example and are
normalized to $1 without lack of generality.
• Liquidity providers have provided equal liquidity into 2 pools: AB and AC, of $200 each, i.e. 100
tokes of A and B each into pool AB, and 100 tokens of A and C each into pool AC.
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• Trading fees equal zero.
These assumptions are removed and/or generalized in the VirtuSwap algorithm in Section 3 and in
numerical simulations in Sections 4 and 5. The example proceeds in several steps.
Step 1: Initial liquidity provision
Initial liquidity provision into AB and AC pools, along with constant product trading curves, are depicted
in the first two subplots of Figure 1.

The third subplot presents BC virtual pool, whose composition is based on 1) determining the “common
denominator” in real pools (100 A tokens in this case) and 2) determining the amounts of B and C tokens
corresponding to this common denominator (100 B and 100 C tokens in this case). The bi-directional
blue arrow denotes that trading is possible in virtual pool BC in both directions.
Step 2: Liquidity trade on pool BC (buy 20 B)
Assume that a trader purchases 20 B for C on virtual pool BC, as illustrated in the third subplot of
Figure 2.

As a result:
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• 20 B are taken from pool AB, as illustrated in the first subplot.
• 25 C are placed in the reserve of C on pool AB, as shown in the fourth subplot (the quantity of C
B×C
based on BC trading curve: ∆C = C−∆C
).
Note that pool AC as well as its reserves are not affected, as shown in the second and fifth subplots,
respectively. The sixth subplot shows, in green, liquidity trader’s trading costs due to slippage, which
equal gains to the liquidity provider to pool AB, ∆B × $1 + ∆C × $1.
The fourth subplot in Figure 2 illustrates the inherent risk to liquidity providers on VirtuSwap: the
liquidity provider on pool AB is (temporarily) exposed to potential price movements of token C, which is
non-native to pool AB. While i) the expected rewards for taking this risk are large, as shown below and
ii) the risk is short-lived, it is important to set limits to this risk. This is done by imposing the condition
that once the ratio of the value of reserves on non-native tokens in a pool to the value of native tokens
exceeds a certain threshold, the pool cannot be used in construction of virtual pools trading on which will
$1×C
result in increasing this ratio. In this case, this ratio is $1×A+$1×B
= 13.89%. Assume that this reserve
ratio exceeds the threshold (say 10%). Thus, until the time when the reserve ratio on pool AB drops
below 10%, pool AB cannot be used to facilitate trades on virtual pool BC. As a result, temporarily, only
trades in which C is bought and B is sold are now allowed on pool BC.
Step 3: Arbitrage trade on pool AB
The liquidity trade in step 2 created price imbalances (between prices implied on VirtuSwap pools and
external prices, which are constant in this example), inviting arbitrage trades. In principle, arbitrage
trades can happen on either real pool AB or virtual pool BC (which is not balanced, as evident from the
grey dot in the third subplot in Figure 3 – and in which trading in the direction of buying B and selling
C is allowed, as shown by the thick blue arrow).

It is easy to show that an arbitrage trade on virtual pool BC does not entirely eliminate the price imbalance
on real pool AB, inviting further arbitrage trades, increasing arbitrageur’s profits and reducing liquidity
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providers’ returns in the process. Thus, it is very important that the arbitrage trades happen on real
pools and not on virtual ones. While in this example, this is an assumption, in reality this will be achieved
by setting differential fees for trading on real vs virtual pools. It is crucial that fees on virtual pools are
higher than those on real pools – sufficiently so as to make arbitrage on virtual pools unprofitable relative
to arbitrage on real pools. However, the difference in fees should not be too large to make trading on
virtual pools more expensive than trading using an indirect route through multiple real pools. In this
example, any ratio of virtual pool fees to real pool fees between 1 and 2 satisfies both restrictions.
In the remainder of this example, we assume that incentives are in place such that arbitrageurs execute
arbitrage trades on real pools. The first subplot of Figure 3 illustrates the arbitrage trade on pool AB.
Pool AC is not updated, whereas virtual pool BC is, as shown in subplot 3. The arbitrageur profits from
the trade, as shown in the red bar in the sixth subplot. This reduces the net cumulative gain to liquidity
providers, as shown by the blue bar in the sixth subplot.
Step 4: Liquidity trade on pool BC (buy 10 C)
As the pool BC is now temporarily unidirectional, i.e. only buying B and selling C is allowed, the next
liquidity trade will be in this direction. Assume that a trader purchases 10 C for B on virtual pool BC,
as illustrated in the third subplot of Figure 4.

As a result of this trade:
• 10 C are taken from pool AC, as illustrated in the second subplot.
• 11.26 B are placed in the B reserve of pool AC (based on BC trading curve, as shown in the fifth
subplot).
Pool AB as well as its reserves are not affected, as shown in the first and fourth subplots, respectively.
The sixth subplot shows, in green, the increase in total cumulative costs of liquidity traders and the
increase in the cumulative net gains of liquidity providers. Note that the value of B reserves on pool AC
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$1×B
( $1×A+$1×C
=5.92%) does not exceed the reserve threshold of pool AC, thus, trading on virtual pool BC
in the direction of buying C and selling B is still allowed, as shown by the blue arrow in the third subplot.

Step 5: Arbitrage trade on pool AC
The first subplot of Figure 5 illustrates the arbitrage trade on pool AC.

Pool AB is not updated, whereas virtual pool BC is, as shown in the third subplot. The arbitrageurs
profit from the trade, as shown in the red bar in the sixth subplot. Arbitrageurs’ profit reduces the net
cumulative gain to liquidity providers, as shown in the blue bar in the sixth subplot.
Step 6: Exchange between reserves of pools B and C
Pool AB contains reserve of C, whereas pool AC contains reserve of B. Whenever this happens, (part)
of the reserves is returned to their native pools. The exchange rate between B and C can be determined
from quantities of B and C in the virtual pool BC. In this case, the quantities of B and C in virtual pool
BC are identical, thus the exchange rate is 1:1. As a result the entire reserve of B moves to pool AB and
an identical quantity of C from its reserve on pool AB moves to pool AC, as illustrated in the first two
subplots in Figure 6.
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Note that as a result of pools AB and AC becoming larger, virtual pool BC is updated, as can be seen
in the third subplot. In addition, since the reserve ratio of both real pools is now below the reserve limit,
trades in both directions in virtual pool BC are now allowed, as shown in the third subplot.
Step 7: Arbitrage trades on pools AB and AC
As a result of the exchange of reserves, both real pools AB and AC are now unbalanced, inviting arbitrage
trades on both. Arbitrage trades in AB and AC, their effects on virtual pool BC and on arbitrageurs’
cumulative profits and liquidity providers’ cumulative gains are illustrated in Figure 7.
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Step 8: Emptying of reserves on pool AB
As we would like to limit liquidity providers’ exposure to price changes of tokens non-native to their pools,
at the end of a pre-determined time interval, all remaining reserves in pools are emptied and exchanged
for the pools’ native tokens. Assuming no other trades occur prior to reaching the reserve emptying time,
the reserve of C on pool AB is emptied. The process is as follows:
• The entire reserve of C is moved to pool AC, as illustrated in the fourth subplot in Figure 8.
• A is withdrawn from pool AC based on the trading curve on AC, as illustrated in the second subplot.
• A tokens withdrawn from pool AC are moved to pool AB, as illustrated in the first subplot.
• Virtual pool BC is updated as a result, as illustrated in the third subplot.

Step 9: Arbitrage trades on pools AB and AC
As a result of emptying the reserves of C on pool AB, both real pools AB and AC are now unbalanced,
inviting arbitrage trades on both. Arbitrage trades, their effects on virtual pool BC and on arbitrageurs’
cumulative profits and liquidity providers’ cumulative gains are illustrated in Figure 9.
Note the following outcomes. First, both real pools AB and AC contain only tokens native to them.
Second, both real pools AB and AC and virtual pool BC are balanced, inviting no more arbitrage trades.
Comparison of outcomes of VirtuSwap and a traditional AMM
Figure 10 compares cumulative costs to liquidity traders and liquidity providers’ cumulative gains on
VirtuSwap and the corresponding quantities on a traditional AMM, in which trades between B and C are
executed using indirect routes (through A in this example). Blue bars correspond to VirtuSwap, whereas
red bars correspond to a traditional AMM. Figure 10 illustrates the following main results:
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• Due to direct trading on virtual pool, the overall trading costs due to slippage, paid by liquidity
traders, are significantly lower on VirtuSwap.
• Since arbitrage following liquidity trades on a virtual pool happens on real pools, arbitrageurs’
profits on VirtuSwap are lower than the costs of trading of liquidity traders, resulting in positive
net cumulative gains to liquidity providers even in the absence of trading fees. This is not the
case for a traditional AMM, on which in the absence of trading fees and exchange rate volatility,
arbitrageurs’ profits always equal liquidity traders’ costs of trading, resulting in zero net gains to
liquidity providers.
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